Mitchell TechAdvisor™

Achieving Better
Repairs with
Better Repair Data

Interactive Frame
Viewer Working
with the detailed
dimension data is
easier than ever
due to digital
photographs and
zoom capabilities.

Mitchell TechAdvisor is where
techs go first when they
want to safely and properly
restore today’s complex
collision-damaged vehicles.
TechAdvisor’s smart organization and vividly precise
graphics make it a powerful information platform
that provides access to critical OEM repair data and
procedures. Only TechAdvisor provides the most
comprehensive model coverage and repair and
reference articles in a single source—with over 30
years of vehicle repair information coverage.
This repair procedures software is designed to not
only help make every repair right the first time, it can
also save time, money, and increase your customers’
confidence in your work.

Accurate Repairs Start With Accurate
Information Get instant access to complete
OEM repair specifications and procedures.

Easy, Time-Saving Search
Enhanced navigation sorts articles in similar
groups making it easy for you to find specific repair
information. Keyword search provides a drop-down
menu of topic groups to help refine your results. An
OEM Advisor feature links the estimate’s repair lines
directly to the corresponding OEM procedures.
Most Up-To-Date Data
Access the latest vehicle information so you can
complete repairs on new model vehicles safely
and accurately.
Built-In Compliance
Increase sales and consumer confidence by
demonstrating OEM repair guideline compliance
to your customers and carrier trading partners.

With these exclusive features, Mitchell TechAdvisor can be your single, instant source for all of the OEM repair data,
procedures, diagrams, and bulletins your technicians need on a daily basis. Features include:

OEM Repair Standards

Mechanical Repair

OEM repair procedures in sectioning,
replacement, removal and installation
of body panels, special materials and
component specifications, as well as
safety precautions.

Includes brakes, steering and suspension,
drivelines, diagnostic trouble codes
and more.

Color-Coded Wiring Diagrams
Color wiring diagrams and interactive
wire tracing capabilities help troubleshoot
electrical issues.

Vehicle Dimensions
with Interactive Viewer
Industry-leading vehicle dimension data
includes under and upper body dimensions.

Restraint Systems
Includes disarming, removal and
installation procedures, sensor locations,
safety and repair information, complete
airbag diagnostics, and comprehensive
seat belt systems information for safe,
accurate repairs.

OEM Bulletins
Search over 100,000 technical service
bulletins and recalls by year, make,
and model.

Collision and Mechanical
Parts & Labor Look-Up
A complete parts and labor database
for both collision and mechanical parts.

Diagnostic Trouble Codes
(DTC) Library
A comprehensive and searchable list
of all DTCs for OBD-II vehicles.

Special Materials
Quick Reference
Quickly identify the material type
of a component and its location.

Mitchell TechAdvisor partners with your technicians to provide
all the OEM repair know-how to safely complete repairs on time
and properly.
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